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 A harmonic source diagnostic analytic is a vital to identify the location and 

type of harmonic source in the power system. This paper introduces a 
comparison of machine learning (ML) algorithm which are support vector 
machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes. Voltage and current features are used as 
the input for ML are extracted from time-frequency representation (TFR) of 
S-transform. Several unique cases of harmonic source location are 
considered, whereas harmonic voltage and harmonic current source type-load 
are used in the diagnosing process. To identify the best ML, the performance 
measurement of the propose method including accuracy, specificity, 

sensitivity, and F-measure are calculated. The adequacy of the proposed 
methodology is tested and verified on IEEE 4-bust test feeder and each ML 
algorithm is executed for 10 times due to different partitions and to prevent 
any overfitting result. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The widely used of nonlinear loads in power system have inject harmonics into the system and give 

rise to non-sinusoidal voltages and currents [1, 2]. The number and size of harmonic producing loads 

endlessly increase and lead to potential threat to the performance of power system. As a result, the harmonic 

distortion has increased losses and reduced the life expectancy of the equipments [3-5]. Therefore, it is 

important to define suitable methodologies to attribute the responsibilities for the deterioration of the power 
quality [6, 7]. There are numerous methods have been suggested by researchers to identify the location of 

harmonic sources based on different theoretical principles, features, benefits and drawbacks. Nevertheless,  

a high level of technical expertise and experience are required to properly diagnose the harmonic source type [8-10].  

A studies on diagnosis method using stochastic diagnosis and power quality indexing been explained in [11, 12]. 

However, this method utilize Fourier and wavelet-transform signal processing techniques, whereas a lot of 

limitation of this signal processing techniques are explained in [13, 14]. Furthermore, a diagnosis study using 

short-time fourier transform (STFT) and S-transform based on rules-based classifier is introduced in [15-17]. 

Yet, high technical experience is required due to determine the rules-based classifier threshold parameter 

values [18]. Power quality analysis is a tricky task as the presence of complex linear as well as nonlinear 

patterns in the power quality event and old statistical method of auto-regressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA) is introduced [19]. To improve the accuracy of ARIMA approach, the vector autoregressive (VAR) 
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model and artificial neural networks (ANN) are introduced. This is due to capture the linear interdependence 

and uncover the non-linear aspects, whereas made this method difficult and complex to apply.  

Many researchers used statistical learning theory (SLT) for pattern recognition. In [20], Kumar used neural 

network based classification algorithm for distinguishing the disturbance signals. However, this method is 

not suitable to construct frequency spectrum thus results in the loss of frequency components that has low 

energy components [21]. Fuzzy logic and adjusted probabilistic neural network are used in [22] to identify 

the location, level and type of harmonic sources however the total accuracy of this method is decrease 

whenever new type of load is introduced. Logistic regression is one the popular classification algorithms 
from the machine learning field. The logistic regression is widely used for classification compared to linear 

regression because its outcome on one sample is the probability that it is positive or negative and depends on 

a linear measure of sample [1, 23]. However this method cannot solve non-linear problems with logistic 

regression since its decision surface is linear and its high dependence on a proper data presentation [24].  

This means that logistic regression is not a worthwhile tool unless all the important independent variables are 

available. To date, artificial intelligence such as machine learning has become one of the important techniques 

in the classification of the power quality system [25]. In the previous studies, it was found that the popular 

machine learning methods such as support vector machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes, neural network, and k-nearest 

neighbor were good for the classification and detection system, which can often provide satisfactory 

performance [26, 27]. Hence, machine learning can be useful in the classification of the power quality system.  

This paper proposes a high accuracy, fast estimation and costs efficient technique to identify and 

diagnose the type of multiple harmonic sources in the distribution system with single point measurement at 
the point of common coupling (PCC) by utilizing the machine learning techniques [28, 29]. The machine 

learning such as support vector machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes are used to classify and diagnose  

the location and type of harmonic sources. SVM is one of the powerful machine learning methods, and it has 

widely used in other applications. Generally, SVM expands the concept of hyperplane separation to the data 

by expanding the feature vector in to a higher dimension [30]. Many types of kernel functions such as linear, 

Gaussian, and polynomial can be implemented in the SVM [31]. In this study, SVM with linear function is 

utilized, which capable to offer an excellent performance in current research [32]. NB is another popular and 

reliable machine learning method that has been widely used in pattern recognition studies. Generally,  

NB introduces the Bayes theorem to estimate the probability of data while all the features are assumed to be 

independent. Additionally, NB evaluates the most probable class when identifying the probability of feature 

vector [33]. At last, the best machine learning method for identifying and diagnosing harmonic sources is 
selected based on the performance measurement criteria. 
 
 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

2.1. Marchine learning methods 
In this research, the machine learning methods are employed to identify the multiple harmonic 

sources. Prior to this work, two machine learning methods namely SVM and NB are utilized, mainly due to 

their promising performance in previous work.  
 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

In most recent studies, suggest the execution of the proposed technique can be realized as depicts in 

Figures 1 and 2 using IEEE 4-bus test feeders, while the harmonic sources group into harmonic current 

source (HC) and harmonic voltage source (HV) type-load [34]. Four specific cases, which are case 1: N-N, 

case 2: N-H, case 3: H-H and case 4: H-N [16, 35, 36]. The main goal of this research is to diagnose and 

identify which case and type of the harmonic source in the power system. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Upstream-downstream for case 1 

 
 

Figure 2. IEEE 4-bus test feeders for case 2, 3 and 4 
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where N is non-harmonic source which is resistor load, H is harmonic producing load and H whether HC or 

HV, respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the overview of identification and diagnosis of harmonic sources. Initially, the power 

quality signals which are current and voltage signals are measured at the PCC. In the next step, the S-transform is 

applied to transform the voltage and current signals into time-frequency representation (TFR). The signal 

parameters are then extracted from the TFR to form two feature sets: (1) current feature set, (2) voltage 

feature set. Furthermore the features are normalized and then fed into the machine learning for  

the identification and diagnosis of harmonic sources. Besides, two popular and powerful machine learning 

algorithms, namely, support vector machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes are applied to diagnose the NN, NH, 

HH, and HN cases for both HC and HV.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. An overview of proposed method 

 

 

3.1. Voltage and current feature sets 

In this research, the voltage feature set contains five signal parameters that extracted from voltage 

and current signals of the PCC [37, 38]: 

a) The average instantaneous RMS of voltage and current (Vrms,ave and Irms,ave) 

b) The average instantaneous RMS fundamental of voltage and current (V1rms,ave and I1rms,ave) 

c) The average instantaneous total harmonic distortion of voltage and current (THDave and THDiave) 

d) The average instantaneous total nonharmonic distortion of voltage and current (TnHDave and TnHDiave) 

e) The average instantaneous total waveform distortion of voltage and current (TWDave and TWDiave) 

 

3.2. Performance measurement of machine learning 

Remark, several features are extracted from the power quality signals via S-transform and formed 
the two feature sets: (1) Voltage feature set, (2) Current feature set. After that, the features are normalized 

and then fed into the SVM and NB for the identification of multiple harmonic sources. Note that 10-fold 

cross-validation method is used for the performance evaluation. To measure the performance of proposed 

system, four evaluation metrics including accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and F-measure are calculated [18, 31]. 

 

3.2.1. Accuracy 
The accuracy is a metric that used to measure how accurate the proposed harmonic source diagnosis 

system can be. It is defined as,  

 

         
                                   

                       
 (1) 
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3.2.2. Specificity 
Specificity is another commonly used metric in diagnosis, and it can be calculated as, 

 

            
  

     
 (2) 

 

3.2.3. Sensitivity 
Sensitivity is a commonly used metric in diagnosis, and it can be expressed as, 

 

            
  

     
 (3) 

 

3.2.4. F-measure 
F-measure is an important metric that supports the accuracy, and it is used to characterize  

the performance of classifier. It can be defined as, 

 

          
   

         
 (4) 

 

where TP is the true positive, TN is the true negative, FP is the false positive, and FN is the false negative, 
which can get from the confusion matrix.   

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Table 1 presents the results of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure for the identification 

of the harmonic sources using SVM and NB for voltage feature set. In Table 1, it is clearly shows that  

the performance of the identification of harmonic sources was very low, which was below 40% accuracy. 

This means that the algorithms fail to estimate the harmonic source with problem. Based on the results 

obtained, voltage features were not good in describing the target concept, thus resulting in worst performance. 

 

 

Table 1. The performances of SVM and NB using voltage feature set 
Evaluation metrics SVM NB 

Accuracy 0.3906 0.3975 

Sensitivity 0.3036 0.3129 

Specificity 0.9005 0.9016 

F-measure 0.2983 0.3072 

 

 

Table 2 shows the results of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure for the identification of 

the harmonic sources using SVM and NB. As can be observed, by applying SVM and NB, different types of 

harmonic sources can be successfully identified. From Table 2, the overall performance of SVM was 

significantly better than NB in this work. The SVM gave an increment of 1.5% accuracy as compared to NB, 

which offered more accurate identification of harmonic sources. Moreover, the highest properties on 

sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure supported the results. As a result, it can infer that SVM is more 

appropriate to be applied in power quality system. As compared to voltage feature set, current feature set is 

more capable to identify the harmonic source effectively.  
 

 

Table 2. The performances of SVM and NB using current feature set 
Evaluation metrics SVM NB 

Accuracy 0.9750 0.9600 

Sensitivity 0.9786 0.9557 

Specificity 0.9959 0.9934 

F-measure 0.9755 0.9561 

 

 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the confusion matrix of SVM and NB for the identification of 

harmonic sources using voltage feature set. In these Figures, it shows that only N-N can be perfectly 

identified. Even though NB can work better than SVM, however, the performance is still far from perfect, 

which fail to identify the harmonic sources very well. Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrate the confusion 

matrix of SVM and NB for the identification of harmonic sources using current feature set. By applying 
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SVM, one can see that five types of sources (Hc-Hc, Hc-N, N-N, Hv-N, and N-Hv) were perfectly identified, 

in which a 100% class-wise accuracy was achieved. The harmonic source that most difficult to identify was 

N-Hc (89.29%). This is because SVM has misclassified the N-Hc as Hv-Hv, thus leading to worst performance. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4. Confusion matrix of SVM using voltage 
feature set 

 

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of NB using voltage 
feature set 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Confusion matrix of SVM using current 

feature set 

 
 

Figure 7. Confusion matrix of NB using current 

feature set 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this research, the impact of current features and voltage features on the identification of multiple 

harmonic sources has been investigated. In addition, the performances of proposed feature sets are validated 

using popular machine learning methods, namely support vector machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes.  
The experimental results indicate that the current features are more capable of enhancing the accuracy of 

harmonic source identification rather than using voltage features. Besides, our results prove the superiority of 

SVM in discriminating the seven types of harmonic sources, which contributes to the optimal performance in 

current work. All in all, the combination of current feature set and SVM is the most appropriate tools for  

the identification of harmonic source in power quality system. 
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